Baggage Management System
Luggage mishandling remains one of the top cost-drivers in airport operations. Often baggage delays are
caused due to transfer, arrival and departure mishandling, failure to load, and other loading errors.
Address these concerns and increase your competitiveness with our intelligent Baggage Management
System.
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Key Highlights
A data analytics platform that provides insights and recommends actions for ‘pending’ and ‘research
bag’ tags
A prebuilt and easily configurable baggage rules engine for mishandled baggage scenarios
A collaboration platform that allows ramp agents to communicate in real-time

Product Screen

Ramp agents can execute subsequent transactions on all bags that are ‘rerouted’ or ‘rushed’ based on
custom rules
https://aviation.tcgdigital.com

Collaboration platform that allows ramp agents to communicate in real time and to resolve potential
scenarios for delayed baggage

Advantages of using TCG Digital’s ‘Baggage Management System’
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Benefits
Provides insights and recommends actions for delayed bags
Collaborates through department chats across multiple
locations -Tracks operational performance using real-time
dashboards
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" On-the-fly"
business rules engine

"On-the-fly" creation of new business rules
Pre-built baggage rules with exposed API
Adapts to changes with configurable business rules
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"Track & notify" using
agent scanner app

Increases virtual touchpoints using mobile scanner application
Enables integration with next generation scanners
Provides notifications to ramp agents
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"Pluggable" solution
with
financial flexibility

Compatible with IATA and non-IATA industry messaging formats
24/7 availability
Pay-per use model — flexible in capacity and pricing
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